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What is a spirit critter? 

The purpose of this course is to help you discover and connect with your personal spirit critter. A 

spirit critter is essentially the same as spirit guide, animal spirit, or animal mentor. They’re 

someone to learn from and pay attention to. But ultimately the work is yours to do and when 

referring to actual, living animals they are still autonomous beings who have no obligation to us. 

Connecting with them fully requires the understanding that they aren’t here for us. They’re here 

and we can certainly benefit from that and should absolutely learn from them. But their sole 

purpose for existing isn’t for our benefit. This can force us to really challenge our ego and 

anthro-centric way of thinking. But it’s absolutely worth it to get the full benefit of working 

with critters spiritually. 

This course will guide you through four different practical approaches to help you determine 

which species is your personal spirit critter. Please keep an open mind while you go through this 

work. Our spirit critters aren't always the animals we expect or even want. Sometimes they're 

critters we actively dislike or are afraid of, often because they have qualities in them that we 

dislike or are afraid of about ourselves. Being honest about which critters are coming up for you 

will benefit you the most. 

It's also important to note that some animals come into our lives for short periods of time and 

some are with us for most or all of our lives. It's very common to have a "seasonal" spirit critter 

as well as a species that's with you for most of your life. It generally takes longer to find your 

lifetime critter than a seasonal one. So don't be surprised if you find that the one you find now 

changes. The longer you pay attention, the more accurate your results will be for your lifetime 

critter as well as any future seasonal critters. 

Keep in mind, this isn’t necessarily a quick process. While some people will know almost 

immediately who their animal mentor is, for some it will take a little bit longer. I recommend 

lingering with each of the four exercises. A large part of this will come down to how well you 

trust your intuition. If you’re highly intuitive and trust yourself, this will go a bit faster. If this is 
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an area you struggle with, it might take a little more practice. Both are completely valid and 

perfectly normal. 

 

*Tip: if you’re someone who struggles connecting with your intuition, an easy way to improve 

this is to spend time alone. Solitude is the easiest way to begin hearing your inner voice. 
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Method 1: Observe 

My favorite method is to simply observe the animals that enter your awareness. This is by far the 

simplest method because it doesn’t require any special time or skills. Although, as with anything, 

the more you devote to it, the better results you’ll get. So I recommend setting aside a little time 

specifically for observation, whether it’s an overnight camping trip or just a walk around a park. 

But this is also a great method because you can continue doing it as you experiment with the 

other techniques as well and incorporate it together. 

Just make sure you aren’t relying on just your memory to record what you see. Keep a small 

notepad with you or use an app on your phone. If you don’t know the exact species, you can also 

describe them as best as you can and try to identify the specific species later. If safe for you and 

the critter, you can also take a photo for identification. 

You can be very simple in what you record and just record the critters you see, or you can be 

more detailed and spend a little more time observing any animals or insects that you come 

across. More detailed information will include the species, where and when you spotted them, 

details about their behavior that stood out to you, and anything you thought or felt while 

watching them. I recommend going as detailed as you have the time and energy before, because 

that will train your brain to naturally begin looking for patterns in species and behaviors as well 

as give you more information to look at when determining later which species is your spirit 

critter. 

Also keep in mind that the species come into your awareness won’t always be actual live animals 

in your environment. For example, it could be a spider crawling along your wall or a cardinal in 

a tree during a walk through the woods. But it could also be driving past a billboard with a lion 

on it or a friend sharing a story about a raccoon on social media. In addition, it could be 

something of theirs, for example a feather or a track or print. 

1. Start a journal for recording observations 

2. Set aside times for observing 

3. Record every details of every critter encounter 

4. See who shows up the most in the most interesting ways 

 

*When using this method alone to determine your spirit critter, that will be based on which 

species shows up for you the most and trusting your own intuition.  
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Method 2: Dreams 

The next method is also great if you’re looking for a more passive way to determine your spirit 

critter. Dream journaling allows you to record the critters that show up in your dreams and how 

they show up for you. 

Ideally, recording your dreams as soon as you wake up in as much detail as possible is the best 

method. So keep a journal and pen next to your bed or use an app on your phone to voice record 

your dream. This is definitely challenging for some people though, especially if you struggle 

with sleep problems. But as soon you’re able to, record your dreams in as much detail as you 

can, even if you don’t do it immediately. You might not know the full context of your dream but 

you may still remember what critters showed up. 

To further encourage your spirit critter to show up during your dreams, you could do a spirit 

critter meditation before bed (that will be discussed in the next method) or simply invite them to 

show up out loud or in your head as you start to doze off. 

It’s good to pay attention to every animal that shows up in your dreams as they can all present 

you with some very valuable information. However, to determine your spirit critter you’re going 

to look for patterns. Pay attention to which critters are showing up and which ones seem to be 

associated with the strongest feelings. Keep in mind, these feelings won’t always be pleasant. 

For example, snakes are my critters and frequently when I see them in dreams they’re biting me. 

It’s unpleasant and painful, but always with an important meaning attached. So don’t discount it 

just because the delivery message doesn’t give you the warm fuzzies. 

 

*If you've dream journaled before, now would be a great time to look over older entries to see 

which critters have consistently been showing up.  
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Method 3: Meditation 

Unlike observation or dream journaling, there are a couple of methods you can include in this 

exploration that are more active and direct, such as meditation. Meditating to find your spirit 

animal can take a wide variety of forms. It can be something you do for an extended period of 

time or a short, quick meditation prior to sleep. It’s really up to you to try out different 

techniques and see what works best for you. 

Keep in mind, this can take some time to master. The key is to try it repeatedly and to make 

changes as you go to see what works and what doesn’t. And like dream journaling, it’s also 

important to immediately record what does and doesn’t come up for you in as much detail as 

possible. Again, you’re looking for patterns. 

However, with more active techniques like meditation, the answers you get can be more 

immediate. The reason I still recommend looking for patterns though goes back to what I 

mentioned earlier on: some critters come into our lives for a short time and some stay with us for 

much longer (potentially our whole lives). It’s really easy with these more direct methods for a 

seasonal critter to come up. If that’s fine with you and that’s where you want your focus to be, 

then that’s perfect! But if you’d like to know what critter is your soul’s critter, then you’ll want 

to spend more time with it and keep coming back to these different methods and experimenting. 

Here’s a very simple meditation to connect with your spirit critter: 

1. Get comfortable. 

2. Close your eyes. 

3. Place your hands over your heart. 

4. Take several deep breaths. 

5. Ask your personal critter to pay you a visit. 

6. See what comes up for you for however long you’d like to meditate. 

Here are a few guided meditations from YouTube you can try as well: 

Meditation to Find Your Spirit Animal: What is My Spirit Animal? Relaxing Visualization by 

BrettLarkinYoga (23 minutes) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nqGPjl4wpM0 

Hypnosis Discover Your Power Animal (Inner Spirit Guide / Spirit Animal) by Michael Sealey 

(42 minutes) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EZgW1kNUGxc 

You can also search for other guided meditations on YouTube. I encourage you to try various 

meditations until you find one or two you like and then explore those deeper. If you find that 

after trying several different meditations, none are working for you, then dive deeper into the 

other methods instead. Guided meditations aren’t for everyone, so don’t force it, but do give it a 

fair shot. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nqGPjl4wpM0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EZgW1kNUGxc
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*If you find that guided meditations aren't working for you, try doing moving meditations, 

such as through yoga or hiking. 
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Method 4: Cards 

Another direct method is using cards to find your spirit critter. I really like to use this as 

confirmation after exploring this for a while using the previously mentioned methods. There are 

a wide variety of animal oracle or spirit animal cards that you can purchase for this purpose. But 

if you’d rather not do that, you can improvise with any deck of cards or even write the animals 

that have come up the most for you so far on notecards. 

This is a very simple process: 

1. If you’re able, do the card pull outdoors or spend some time outdoors before beginning. 

2. Do a brief meditation or take several deep calming breaths into your belly. 

3. Invite your spirit critter to help you choose the correct card. 

4. Shuffle the deck while continuing to take deep breaths and invite your spirit animal. 

5. Choose a card. 

 

*Card pulls are typically done infrequently. Once to confirm your lifetime spirit critter and 

then perhaps seasonally to find your seasonal critter. 
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So what happens next?  

Spend the next month going through these processes. Really set aside some time to connect with 

your spirit critter and make room for them to show up in your life. 

Remember that you can go through this whenever you want. You'll have lifetime access to the 

material. I'll also be periodically updating the program with new guides as they're created for 

others going through the program which you'll have access to. 

So don't worry if the animal that comes up for you now is your seasonal one. That will still be 

valuable to know and a guide for your lifetime one may be coming in the future. 

If you would like to purchase a customized guide for your critter, please e-mail 

bossmermaid@cyrenekrey.com. These guides are created by combining mysticism with wildlife 

biology to create the most comprehensive understanding of how your critter is showing up in 

your life and the best ways to connect with them! 

I hope you enjoyed going through this process and got a lot out of it and I hope you love 

deepening your connection with your spirit critter! 

 

*There is a ton of information on spirit animals online. I suggest doing your own research to 

see what others say about the mystical and biological aspects of your animal. The more you 

learn, the more connected you'll be. 

mailto:bossmermaid@cyrenekrey.com
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Assessment questions 

Question 1 of 3 

What species is your spirit critter? Be as specific as possible. For example, Harris's hawk would 

be better than just hawk.  

 

 

 

Question 2 of 3 

Is there anything you'd like to share about how this process went for you? Which methods 

worked the best for you, which didn't you care for? Did you do something else that wasn't 

mentioned in this course? Feel free to include links to guided meditations that you found 

especially helpful or decks that you really enjoyed and might like to come back to. 

 

 

 

 

 

Question 3 of 3 

What other animals came up for you? 

 


